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Abstract 

The role of vector meson resonances in radiative X decays is analyzed within the 
context of chiral perturbation theory. In general there are big cancellations between 
strong amplitudes with external weak transitions and direct weak amplitudes, which are 
usually not considered in naive vector meson dominance estimates. We introduce a "weak 
deformation model" inspired by the geometry of the coset space SU(3)fi x SU(Z)L/SU(Z)V 
to estimate the direct weak contributions to A' —> **f' and K —» 71-7-). The implications 
for the decay mode A'*, —»ir°e+e~ are discussed. 
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1. The decay KL —» jr°e+e~ has recently received considerable attention [1], Not only 
is the one-photon exchange amplitude purely CP violating, but direct CP violation in 
the amplitude is expected to be comparable to or may even dominate over indirect CP 
violation via mixing [2,3,4]. This should be compared with A'0 —» lit decays where the 
corresponding ratio e'/e is at most of 0(1O~3) [5]. The present upper limit B{Ki —» 
x°e+t~) < 4 • 10~ 8 [6] is still three orders of magnitude away from the expected 1 0 _ n 

[3,4]. However, the prospects for detecting this extremely interesting decay in the near 
future are good (7). 

Such a small rate raises the question about the size of the CP conserving two-
photou exchange contribution. To lowest non-trivial order p* in chiral perturbation theory 
(CI1PT), the amplitude is helicity suppressed [2], but this is no longer the case in higher 
orders [8]. An estimate of a typical 0{p6) contribution to A't - • x°77, based on naive 
chiral power counting, led to B{Ki —* v0e+e~)\f, < 10~ 1 4 [8]. It was then pointed out 
by Sehgal [9] and others [10,11] that there is a potentially large vector meson exchange 
diagram shown in Fig. 1. Different estimates [9.10,11] suggest that the corresponding 
amplitude could be of the same size as the CP violating I7 exchange. 

2. The purpose of this letter is to incorporate the Sehgal mechanism in CHPT to 0(p6). 
It has been recently shown [12] that in the strong sector V (and A) exchange dominate 
the low-energy constants to 0(p*). Some of the contributions appear to be bigger than 
naive chiral power counting would suggest1. A priori, the incorporation of vector mesons 
in chiral Lagrangians is not unique. It was shown recently, however, that the V, A contri
butions to Green functions are in fact unambiguous to 0(p4) if the high-energy structure 
of QCD is properly taken into account [14]. The use of antisymmetric tensor fields for 
spin-1 mesons yields directly the relevant low-energy constants. On the other hand, ex
change of a generic vector field produces only 0{p6) amplitudes. However, in this case 
QCD high-er :gy constraints enforce the presence of explicit local terms in the effective 
Lagrangian of 0(p4) with exactly the same coupling constants as before. 

For the odd-parity couplings relevant for V —» P7 decays, the situation is reversed for 
purely kinematical reasons. Exchange of an antisymmetric tensor field only contributes 
to 0(p*), but QCD then requires explicit 0(p 6 ) terms in general. This can be seen by 
considering the V exchange contribution to forward 7*° —* 7*"° scattering. Using similar 
arguments as in Ref. [14], the Froissart bound is seen to require a local term of 0{p*) which 
in the case of a vector field formulation is produced automatically by the Lagrangian3 

UYPi) = hvt„v„{V»{u"J?}), (1) 

u„ = iu'D„Uu'. / r = uF?u< ± uU^u, (A) := tr A. 

Here u(y>) is an element of the coset space SU(3)R X 5t/(3)x,/5(/(3)v, parametrized in 
terms of the Goldstone fields </>. (t = 1, . . .8) and transforming as 

«(*) £ 9Ru(v)h(rf = h(vM<P)9L G = SU(3)R x SU(Z)L (2) 

'For a discussion of an improved version of chiral power counting see Ref. [13], 
'The notation is the same as in Refs. [12,14]. 



under a chiral rotation. Eq. (2) defines the non-linear realization h(ip) of G. With U = u 2 

in the conventional gauge, the covariant derivative D^V — dJU — i(vu + aß)U+iU(vtl — aß) 
contains matrix-valued external gauge fields vli±att with corresponding non-Abelian field 
strengths F£\ [15]. Data for V —* P") derays are consistent with the nonet assumption 

^ ^ ^ + S i : ( 3 ) 

and ideal mixing [Hi] and they fix the coupling constant \hv\ to (3.7 ± 0.3) - 10~3. Like 
u" and /£", the v«*ctor field V„ transforms as 

K - *(*)»iA(vf (4) 

under a chiral transformation. 

3. The exchange of Vu between two effective couplings (1) gives rise to a local Lagrangian 

hi 
Q = ^ a « A , / ^ } ( { « \ / r i + 2 « / ; })) (5) 

of 0(p6) with a common octet and singlet vector meson mass My- Including a AS = 1 
weak transition on the initial or final mesons, this Lagrangian is responsible for the V 
exchange contribution to K —• ^77 to 0(p6). The most direct way to implement the weak 
transition is via a simultaneous diagonalization [8] of the terms bilinear in pseudoscalar 
meson fields of the lowest order AS — 1 octet Lagrangian (neglecting CP violation) 

CfSsl = <? 8 /
4 (AuX) , A = u\6u< (6) 

together with the strong chiral Lagrangian to 0(p2) [15] 

C3 = —{«*.«") + m a s s t e r m * / - f* = 93.3 MeV. (7) 
4 

From K -* 2x decays one finds |<?8| = 9 • 10"6 GeV"2. The error here due to 0(p4) loop 
and counterterm corrections is difficult to estimate at present (see, however, Ref. [17]). 

The weak transition together with C\ in Eq. (5) give rise to the AS — 1 Lagrangian 
of 0{p6) 

+ 2F^F"\4d<ih^dxn° - d*K+dx*- - &>K-dx*+)} 
(8) 

which will be referred to as the VMD contribution to K —> «-77 decays. 
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We want to emphasize two important points. 

i) CHPT is a quantum field theory. In contrast to purely phenomenological treatments 
[9,10,11], there is a definite relative sign between the known 0(p4) amplitude [18] 
and the VMD amplitude of 0(p6) based on the Lagrangian (8). 

ii) Once again in contrast to previous treatments, the VMD amplitude due to (8) 
is trivially finite in the SU(3) limit. The amplitudes of Kefs. [9,10,11] diverge in 
the SU(3) limit because the weak transition on the meson in the final state was 
neglected. It is however true that these neglected terms are proportional to Ml and 
therefore quite small. 

For the K —» *77 amplitudes we use the general decomposition 

M(K(p) -» *(p')7(<7.b(<72)) = M 9 i ) ^ ( f t H - ^ r ( t f t f - ft«*"")+ 

Mfc '{-Wimg"" - 9ifcpV + P9i92p" + m?<iX) (9) 

with dimensionless invariant amplitudes A, D which are functions of the Dalitz variables 

y = irfo - 97)\/M2

K, z = ( 9 l + qrf/Ml (10) 
To 0(p4) [18] and with inclusion of the VMD contributions due to the Lagrangian (8), 
the amplitude for Ki. -» *°77 is given by 

A=?^{F(z/rl)(l-rl/z) + F(z)(l-^-l) + av(3-z + rl)} (11) 

R o G*M2*a K* ,M 5l2*WvA/£ B = -2av *—, rw = A/./Af*, av = —— 

where the loop function F(z) can be found in Ref. [18]. Note that A and B are independent 
of y to 0(p6). As already emphasized, the sign of interference between the amplitudes of 
0(p4) and 0{p6) is fixed (cv > 0). 

We have calculated previously [81 the absorptive contribution to Ki -» ?r077 —• 
7r°c+e~. Disregarding the helicity suppressed contribution due to amplitude A, we find 
with the present no**tion3 

B(K°2 - ff°e+e-),a6, = 4Aa2

v • 10"12. (12) 

With |Av| = 3.7 • 10~2 and Mv = Mp we obtain av = 0.32 and B(h° -» *°e + e-) | a 6 , = 
4.5 - 10~ 1 3, significantly bigger than the naive chiral estimate [8], but also significantly 
smaller than 10" ! l expected for the CP violating I7 exchange [3,4]. However, as we shall 
discuss next, the result in Eq. (11) is not by any means the full 0{p6) contribution to 
KL -* *°77-

3In Ref. [8], Eq. (535) should be multiplied by 2/3 and, consequently, Eq. (5.40) by 4/9. We thank 
L. Randall for making us check our original calculation. 
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4. The main message of this paper is that in radiative K decays it is misleading to 
include only amplitudes with a weak transition on the external meson legs. The point 
can be made very clearly for the related transition K* —* K+I' relevant for K+ —» T + / + / ~ 

decays. To lowest 0(p2), the presence of a direct weak amplitude is required by gauge 
invariance precisely to cancel the amplitudes induced by a weak transition in the external 
legs of the IT and K electromagnetic form factors [19]. 

The situation is a little more involved to 0(p4). The amplitude for A'+ —* x +7* is 
given by [19} 

M(K+ - * V ( , ) ) - <?[+*,,{*') + "Vi ( 1 3 ) 

with a calculable loop amplitude <f>K<n(q
2) and with a "counterterm" contribution 

» + « - ^ W + 2 « $ - 1 2 « ) - | l o g 4 ^ . (14) 

u>J(//), u>](/i), £J(/i) are 0(p*) coupling constants renormalized at an arbitrary scale p. 
They are defined by the AS = 1 weak Lagrangian relevant for radiative A' decays [8,19} 

\ (15) 
+ ^ ~ F»»l<\vwA{\6_l7QV<QU) + h.c, 

£„ = if^D.U, Q = diag(2/3, - 1 /3 , -1/3), 

and by the strong 0(p*) Lagrangian [15] 

£ 4 = . . . - il+{f?ußu„) + \(L10 + 2Hl)(f+tlJ!n - i(L,o - 2H1)(f.tu,fH"). (16) 
4 4 

Lg measures V exchange in * and K electromagnetic form factors, whereas u>[, wr

2 are 
direct weak couplings. 

A naive VMD estimate for K —* jry* in line with the previous procedure for K —> T77 
would only include L9 (form factor + weak transition), but disregard w\, u^ (direct weak 
transition). Taking p = Mp as a reasonable scale for the resonance effects, w\{Mf) = 
w\{Mp) = 0 together with [15] LT

9(Mf) = (6.9 ± 0.7) • 10' 3 implies w+ = 5.1 and [19] 
r{K+ -* jr+e+e~) 30 times bigger than the experimental value [20]. In other words, 
experiment tells us that u>j and w? are ther^ and conspire to cancel most of the amplitude 
due to the large VMD contribution given >y L%. 

The conclusion is that in general strong cancellations bet -n strong amplitudes with 
external weak transitions and direct weak amplitudes are to be expected. For K\. —»ir°77, 
the problem arises first to 0(p6) in connection with the Sehgal mechanism because 
£A5«ĵ m < j o c s n o t Qjjjjyjjjute to this process. Is there any way to estimate the corre
sponding direct weak contribution to 0{p6)1 
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5. It is obvious that the answer cannot come from chiral symmetry only. The specific 
model for the higher-order AS = 1 octet Lagrangian to be discussed below is inspired 
by the geometry of the coset space G/SU(3)v- This uweak deformation model" has a 
realistic chance to describe at least a big part of the higher-order weak Lagrangian, but 
it is clearly based on a very strong assumption going beyond general chiral symmetry. A 
more detailed discussion and application of the model to the complete weak Lagrangian 
of Q(p*) [17] will bo given elsewhere [21]. 

On coset space, there are two natural 1-forms t, r (left- or right-chiral) related by 
parity with 

/„ = u[9„ — »(wM - a,,)]«* = r„ + - « M 

(17) 
rM = u f[aM - i(tv + a^u = TM - - u„ 

in natural coordinates. u„ is the previously defined vierbein and the natural connection 
TM is defined by (17). We now postulate that the dominant effect at long distances of the 
left-handed AS = 1 interaction can be viewed as a deformation of I, leaving r unchanged. 
To generate Cfs=l in (6) from Cj in (7), the required transformation is 

«, + G./1{«^)-^-M 20s/ 2 

3 (18) 

r,ÄK,A}-ÄMA) 
where the last term ensures that uM and I \ remain traceless. Because of the identities 
[12,14] 

/f = 21^"-^,«"], r„„ = a„r„ - 0„r„ + [r„, r„ 

/r = vw-vu", v = fl" + [p\ ] 
the transformation (18) induces 

(19) 

/ r - /r+c*f2{ A, r - *K, «D - ̂ f- wr - «K, «D) +... (20) 
omitting terms irrelevant for the present application. As could have been expected, / ± 

undergo the same transformation because the weak deformation is left-handed. 
With some experience it is straightforward to apply a weak deformation to £ 4 in (16) 

and to compare with Eq. (15) to read off the relations 

u;, = 4(/, 9 + L, 0 + 2//,) 

w% = AL9 (21) 

<"< = 4 ( L i o - / / j ) . 
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A big part of our confidence in the weak deformation model derives from the fact that 
these relations are scale independent. This is easily checked with the known ^-dependence 
of the strong couplings L9, /,,„, Hx [15] and of the weak couplings u>,, w2, v/4 [8,19]. Al
though there is certainly room for additional contributions to the u>, (e.g., the electromag
netic penguin contribution to wx [8]), such additional terms must be scale independent 
as well. We also observe that the octet-dominance relation [19] w2 = 4/..» is recovered by 
the weak deformation model. 

Turning back to K+ —» * + V , we obtain from (21) 

u>+ = -\[^)\L\^2H\)- i l o g ^ t (22) 

Although there is some ambiguity which value to use for Hi, we note that the big coupling 
LB in Eq. (14) disappears. The model foresees a complete cancellation of the EM-induced 
VMD term which by itself would produce a rate too big by a factor 30. 

Another application is provided by the decay A'+ —• * + 77 which to 0(p*) depends 
on a single unknown scale independent constant [8] 

r = -^-[12(L 9 + Ll0) - u-, - 2w2 - 2 « 4 (23) 

The weak deformation model through the relations (21) predicts c = 0 and, consequently 
[8], 

B[K+ -> *Vr) = 5.8 • itr T . (24) 

We now apply our geometrical model to C% in (5). The deformation (18) induces a 
direct weak amplitude of 0(p6) determined by the Lagrangian 

£ Ä t ( * - * 7 7 ) = - 1 2 8 9 ^ T ^ {FrF~(idxK*M - 0 A * + a V - dxK-&*+)+ 

+ 2Ftu,F»K{WK$dx*
0 - d»K+dx*- -d»K-dx*

+)}. 
(25) 

We first observe that for A'+ —» ff+77 the direct weak contribution from this La
grangian exactly cancels the contribution from the VMD Lagrangian in Eq. (8), which 
accounts for the weak transition in external legs. The branching ratio (24) is thus a very 
specific prediction of the proposed weak deformation mode!. For Ki -* v0fy, on the other 
hand, the direct term is twice as large as the VMD amplitude and it has the opposite sign. 
The overall effect is to change the sign of ay in the amplitudes (ll). The estimate (12) 
for B(Kj -* *°e+e")| 0i, remains unchanged. In Fig. 2, the spectra in the 2f invariant 
mass are displayed for ay = 0 and av = ±0.32. The corresponding branching ratios for 
the decays KL —» *°77 and Ki —» ir°e*e~ are listed in Table 1. As long as |ay| < 0.32, 
the 0{p*) amplitude due to V exchange will be very difficult to detect experimentally. 

6. Within the framework of the weak deformation model, the contribution of vector 
mesons to K -* ^77 is completely determined to Oip6) by the Lagrangians (8) and (25), 
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In the language of CHPT, the phenomeuological treatments of Refs. [9,10,11] include 
additional effects of 0(p 8) and higher, in particular due to ij' and rj-rf mixing. It must be 
emphasized, however, that the usual method of incorporating the rf in the non-leptonic 
weak interactions by inserting the pseudoscalar nonet field 

*=^ |> * , + ; l ( 2 6 > 
in the lowest order Lagrangian Cfs~l of Eq. (6) is by no means unique. In fact, using (26) 
in the geometrical model with the deformations (18) leads to smaller couplings of the i)\ 
to the pseudoscalar octet. However, the sign of the additional amplitudes for A't —• Jr°-n 
in (11) is the same. The effect is to enhance the VMD amplitudes due to Cfty/itD °f Eq. 
(8) by a factor F = 1 + 0(p2), in our case specifically by 

3 Ml A#(l-3sin'*) A/£(2-3sin2*) 
*2Ml-M* 2(A/„'-A/£) + 2{Ml-Ml) ~ ' ( > 

where the numerical value corresponds to an rj-r/ mixing angle 6 = —20° [15]. Note 
that in contrast to the usual approaches [9,10,11], there is no linear dependence on 6 in 
(27). Since the direct weak Lagrangian (25) is not affected by the ?/', the overall effect 
of including the i}' amounts to a decrease of |av| in (11) with ay remaining negative 
{av a* -0.19). 

However, there are many other O(jfi) contributions related to V exchange which 
remain unaccounted for. Without claiming completeness, we mention V Propagator effects 
(enhancing the VMD amplitudes once again), loop contributions and 0(p5) counterterms 
to the VPf coupling (1), 0{p4) weak mixing corrections, direct weak terms of 0(ps), not 
to speak of other 0(p*) amplitudes like the double anomaly diagram where V is replaced 
by two pseudoscalar mesons. 

7. Although we expect on the basis of the weak deformation model that the main 
V effects appear to 0(p 6) with \ay\ & 0.32 (ay < 0), it should be frankly admitted 
that neither CHPT (see also Ref. [22]) nor any other available approach [9,10,11] can 
furnish at present a precise prediction for the transition J\'L -* *°e+e~ via 2f exchange. 
Before the required sensitivity of 10~ n for B(KL —» Jr°e+e") will be reached, a precise 
measurement of the much more frequent decay A't —»ir0^ can settle the issue whether 
the Ki —» fl^e+e" amplitude is predominantly CP violating. The amplitude (9) gives rise 
to the following double-differential decay rate : 

S = ^{^^^^-J-MM,rJ)]W} (28) 

0 < * < 1 + rl - 2 ^ + rJ, 0 < y < l-( 1 - rj), 

A(a, b,c) = a* + b2 + c2 - 2(ab+bc + ca). 
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Table 1: 

uv B(KL-*T0vr) IQ6 i?(A/,->*- o e+ t -) | a t . -10' 3 

0 0.67 8 • UT^~ 
0.32 0.60 4.5 

-0.32 0.89 4.5 
1.5 1-6 100 

-1.5 3J) 100 

Predictions for B( KL —• JT°77) and B(Ki -* *°e+e~) (absorptive part of 2*f exchange 
only) for various values of the effective V coupling ay in the amplitudes (11). ay = 0 
stands for the 0(pA) prediction, while ay = —0.32 corresponds to the weak deformation 
model (Lagrangians (8) + (25)) to 0(p 8). 

Since the amplitudes A, B of Eq. (11) are y-independent, a measurement of the y-
depend"nce of the Üalitz plot directly yields the relevant amplitude B. To exhibit the 
effect, we display in Fig. 3 the j/-spectra for the extreme (and according to CHPT very 
unlikely) values ay = ±1.5 corresponding to B{K° —* *°e +e")| a4 J = 10" 1 1. To enhance 
the effect, a cut z < 0.3 was applied. In comparison, the y-spectrum for the pure 0(p4) 
amplitude (ay = 0) is flat up to y ~ 0.28 and the differential decay rate is much smaller 
(in Fig. 3, the spectrum for ay = 0 is scaled up by a factor 10). Together with the 
z-spectra in Fig. 4 and the branching ratios in Table 1, a modest increase in statistics 
should be sufficient to detect a big amplitude B corresponding to \av\ = 1.5. Not 3 that 
the case ay = —1.5 with B(Ki -* x°in) = 3.10"6 is already close to the most recent 
upper limit [23]. 

In conclusion, our analysis of vector meson exchange within the framework of CHPT 
suggests that the CP violating I7 exchange dominates the amplitude for Ki —* ir°e+c". 
A measurement of Ki -» JT°77 with a sensitivity of at least 10 - 6 in branching ratio will 
be sufficient to test our conclusion and to settle the question whether the CP conserving 
27-exchange contribution to Ki -* *r°e+e~ can compete with the CP violating amplitude. 
Another interesting decay mode is K+ -* r+yy. The branching ratio B(K+ —* * + 77) = 
5.8 • 10~7 provides a very specific prediction of the proposed weak deformation model 
discussed in this paper. 
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Figure Captions 
Pig. 1: Vector meson exchange diagram for Ki -» x°e +e" [9,10,11], 

Pig. 2: Normalized spectra in the 27 invariant mass z ~ {q\ + <fc)2/Af£ for ay = 0 (full 
curve), ay = 0.32 (dash-dotted curve) and ay = —0.32 (dotted curve). Also shown 
is the distribution for the pure V exchange amplitude corresponding to |ctv| —> 00 
in (11) (dashed curve). 

Fig. 3: y-distributions (y = |£\, - E^l/M^o in the K° rest frame) with a cut z < 0.3 
for ay = 1.5 (dash-dotted curve) and ay = —1.5 (dotted curve) corresponding to 
B(K% -+ »°e+e-)|a6. = 10" n The 0(p4) spectrum (av = 0, full curve) is scaled up 
by an order of magnitude. 

Fig. 4: ^-distributions for ay = 1.5 (dash-dotted) and ay = -1.5 (dotted) compared to 
ay = 0 (full curve). 
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